SOME CARGO VESSELS (FROM 20,000 – 30,000 DWT) FOR SALE

DWT/DWCC 6373/6200 ON 7,58MTR SSWD, TURKISH FLAG,
BV CLASS BLT 2004 GEARLESS
GRT/NRT 4189/2260
LOA/LBP 101.702 M / 94.130 M , BEAM 16.400 M MLD DEPTH 9.600M
SID, DOUBLESKIN, FULLY BOXSHAPE, IMO NUMBER 9045730
BOW THRUSTER FITTED  EL.VENTILATED
GR/BL 286904/275428 CFT, 3/3 HO/HA TPC=13,59 TANKTOP STRENGTH=10,3
HO DIMS - 1: 14,07 X11,07X10
2: 24,79 X13,80X10
3: 24,11 X13,80X10
HA DIMS - 1: 14,07 X11,07 X1,80
2: 23,45X13,80 X 1,80
3: 23,45X 13,80 X 1,80
CLASS : BUREAU VERITAS-04551Y
PANDI SKULD, OSLO - NORWAY
HATCHCOVER: HYDRAULIC FOLDING TYPE
HOLD’S HIGHT : 10M
HIGHT WATER LINE UPTO HACOMING: 7.80M
DRAFT IN BALAST FORE: 2.80 / AFT 4.40M.

+++ Japanese Built Handysize Bulker for Sale:
M/V TBN - EX ANAX
DWT 22,560 ON 9.8M DRAFT
BUILT 1981 IN JAPAN
VIETNAM CLASS DD/SS SEPT 2010
GRT/NRT 13,736 / 8,560
L/B/D 164.33/22.86/13.56M
GR/BL 30,698/29,730 CBM
5 HO 5 HA - MACGREGOR HYDRAULIC FOLDING TYPE
M/E PIELSTICK 16PC2V 8,000 BHP
CR 5X2ST
LDT 5,781T
CAN GUIDE ACCURATELY ON PRICE FOR CONCLUSION BASIS PROMPT CFREE DELIVERY.

++++++
M/V TBN - MONGOLIAN FLAG
ABT 27,223 DWT ON 10.6M DRAFT
BLT 1984 IN JAPAN
VIETNAM CLASS
DD JULY 2012 / SS MARCH 2014
GRT/NRT 17,065/10,334
GRAIN/ BALE: 34,734/ 33,067.7 CBM
H/H: 5/5
MC GREGOR, FOLDING TYPE STEEL HATCH COVERS
M.E SULZER 6RTA58 - 8,593KW
CRANE: 4 X 20 MT
LDT 6,378

+++  

DWT 24872 MTS ON 10M DRFT
FLAG: PANAMA
TYPE: BC, SINGLE DECK CARRIER
BLT: 5/1984 AT KURUSHIMA ONISHI, JAPAN
CLASS LR SS + DRYDOCK PASSED JUNE 2009
GT 15045 NT 8717
LOA 160M, BEAM 25.01M, DEPTH 13.72M
HOLDS 4 HATCHES 4
GRAIN 31792 BALE 30522
M/E MITSUBISHI 6UEC52L, BHP 7700 TOTAL
SPEED 14.5
GEAR: 4X25CR.

+++  

26455 DWT, BUILT 1991 - GEARED BULK CARRIER / LUMBER CARRIER FOR SALE;
26455 DWT ON 9.54M DRAFT
BUILT: SEPT 1991, BY HAKODATE DOCK CO LTD, JAPAN
FLAG: PANAMA
CLASS: NK, NS* MNS* CHG MPP LSA RCF AFS.C
BULK CARRIER ESP
LAST / NEXT DRYDOCK: FEB 2009 / MAR 2011
LAST / NEXT SPECIAL SURVEY: MAR 2006 / MAR 2011
LOA / LBP x B x D: 167.20 / 160.00 x 26.00 x 13.30 M
GRT / NRT: 15884 / 8993 T
GRAIN / BALE: 33918 / 32682 M3
HOLDS / HATCHES: 5 / 5
GEAR: CRANES, 30.5T SWL x 4
MAIN ENGINE: B&W 6L50MCE, 5820 KW @ 141 RPM
GENERATORS: 440 KW x 3 UNITS
LDT: 5743 T.

+++  

GEARED SINGLE DECK MPP / GENERAL CARGO VESSEL
23245 DWT ON 10.11M DRAFT
BUILT: 1987, BY VEB MATHIAS-THESEN-WERFT, GERMANY
FLAG: PANAMA
CLASS: LR, 100A1 ICE 1A LMC UMS
LAST / NEXT DRYDOCK: AUG 2009 / JUNE 2011
LAST / NEXT SPECIAL SURVEY: MAY 2007 / MAY 2012
LOA / LBP X B X D: 176.60 / 167.40 X 22.85 X 14.00 M
GRT / NRT: 16569 / 8834 T
GRAIN / BALE: 29817 / 29223 M3
CONTAINER CAPACITY: 863 TEU, INCLUDING 54 REEFER PLUGS
HOLDS / HATCHES: 5 / 10
GEAR: CRANES, 25T SWL X 4
MAIN ENGINE: MAN K8270/120E, 8237 KW @ RPM 140
GENERATORS: 672 KW X 3 UNITS + SHAFTGEN
SPEED / CONSUMPTION: 13 KNOTS ON 26T IFO 180
CONTROLLABLE PITCH PROPELLER
BOWTHRUSTER
CO2 FITTED / AHL FITTED
HEAVY CARGOES STRENGTHENED, HOLDS 2 & 4 MAY BE EMPTY
ICE STRENGTHENED
LDT: 8353 T.

++++

DWT 28780 MTS ON 10.02M DRFT
TYPE: BC, LOGGER
FLAG: PANAMA
BLT: 4/1982 AT KURUSHIMA ONISHI, JAPAN
CLASS NK SS 02/12 IS/DD 03/10
GT 18122 NT 10167
LOA 175.5M, BEAM 27.16M, DEPTH 14M
HOLDS 5 HATCHES 5 CVRS: FOLDING
GRAIN 37418 BALE 36023
M/E SULZER 7RLB56, BHP 8961 TOTAL
SPEED 14.6 ON 30.5 MT
GEAR: 5 X 25T CRANES
LDT 6861

+++  

NB Handysize bulk Carrier:
23,000 DWT NB BULK CARRIER
Built 2010 China
CLASS: BV
L.O.A.: 159.40M
L.B.P.: 149.80M
BREADTH: 24.40M
DEPTH: 14.00M
DRAFT: 9.80M
GT/NT: 15519/7457
HO/HA: 4/4
HOLD CAPACITY: 29934.08M3
M.E. MAN B&W 7S35MC (MADE IN KOREA STX)
POWER: 5180KW 173RPM
SPEED: 14.5 KNOT (Sea trial) @ ABOUT 22.25 TONS / DAY (IFO 380 CST)
DIESEL ENGINE: SHANGHAI XINGZHONG POWER MACHINE WORKS
POWER: 500KW
RATE: 1200R/MIL
Q'TY: 3 SETS
GENERATOR: SIEMENS (GERMANY)
POWER: 465KW
RATED REV: 1200R/MIN
Q'TY: 3 SETS
CRANE: 3 X 30T X 24M  
ENDURANCE: 10,000SEA MILES/30DAYS  
CREW COMPLEMENT: 30

- Inspection in China any time by arrangement
- Delivery PPT

+++++++++++  

**MV 'TBN - FLAG HKG**

**ABT 28678 DWT ON 9.633M**

BLT 12/03 SHIN KOCHI JYUKO K.K., JPN  
NK  
LOA 176.63 / BEAM 26  
5 HO/ 5 HA  
FOLDING WEATHERTIGHT STEEL Covers.  
39052 CBM GRAIN / 37976 BALE  
MITSUBISHI 5UEC52LA, 8022 AT 133 RPM  
CR 4X30.5T

+++++++  

**MV 'TBN - FLAG HKG**

**ABT 28657 DWT ON 9.633M**

BLT 3/04 SHIN KOCHI JYUKO K.K., JPN  
NK  
LOA 176.63 / BEAM 26  
5 HO/ 5 HA  
FOLDING TYPE STEEL.  
39052 CBM GRAIN / 37976 BALE  
MITSUBISHI 5UEC52LA, 8022 AT 133 RPM  
CR 4X30.8T

+++++++++++  

**29400 DWT, BUILT 1985 - GEARED BULK CARRIER FOR SALE;**

GEARED BULK CARRIER  
29400 DWT ON 10.67M DRAFT  
BUILT: FEB 1985, BY HYUNDAI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, KOREA  
FLAG: CYPRUS  
CLASS: ABS, +A1 (E) +AMS +ACC CRC  
BULK CARRIER ESP, UNRESTRICTED SERVICE  
CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS  
NEXT DRYDOCK: JAN 2010  
LAST / NEXT SPECIAL SURVEY: MAR 2005 / JAN 2010  
LOA / Lbp x B x D: 179.80 / 170.00 x 23.08 x 14.50 M  
GRT / NRT: 17228 / 9809 T  
GRAIN / BALE: 34717 / 33003 M3  
HOLDS / HATCHES: 6 / 6  
GEAR: CRANES, 15T SWL x 5  
MAIN ENGINE: B&W 5L60MCE, 5968 KW  
GENERATORS: 460 KW x 3 UNITS
HEAVY CARGOES STRENGTHENED
LDT: 6897 T.

+++++++

**MV TBN SOUTH -**
**DWT 22,560 ON 9.8M DRAFT**
BUILT 1981 IN JAPAN
VIETNAM CLASS DD/SS SEPT 2010
GRT/NRT 13,736 / 8,560
L/B/D 164.33/22.86/13.56M
GR/BL 30,698/29,730 CBM
5 HO 5 HA - MACGREGOR HYDRAULIC FOLDING TYPE
M/E PIELSTICK 16PC2V 8,000 BHP
CR 5X25T
LDT 5,781T

OWNERS ARE KEEN SLRS. CAN GUIDE ON PRICE BASIS CFREE DELIVERY BY
ARRNGEMENT.

+++++++

**MV TBN - MONGOLIAN FLAG**
**ABT 27,223 DWT ON 10.6M DRAFT**
BLT 1984 IN JAPAN
VIETNAM CLASS
DD JULY 2012 / SS MARCH 2014
GRT/NRT 17,065/10,334
GRAIN/ BALE: 34,734/ 33,067.7 CBM
H/H: 5/5
MC GREGOR, FOLDING TYPE STEEL HATCH COVERS
M/E SULZER 6RTA58 - 8,593KW
CRANE: 4 X 20 MT
LDT 6,378
+++++++

**NOTE; IF YOU DO NOT FIND THE VESSEL YOU WANT FROM THIS LIST, PLEASE CONTACT US.**
**WE HAVE MORE VESSELS FOR SALE.**

**GLOBAL CHIMAKS**
Edif. 'THE HEIGHTS',
38650 Los Cristianos,
Tenerife, Spain.
Web; www.globalchimaks.com
Email; tony@globalchimaks.com
tonychar5@yahoo.com
Tel; +34 650 869 504
Fax; +34 922 793 104